
Application Control PRO (FULL)

Use the optional module IACBOX Application Control PRO 
to set rules for specific applications or protocols you want 
to allow completely, only partially or not at all. One key 
advantage of the PRO version is insight: Real data presen-
ted in meaningful diagrams allow detailed monitoring. 
Another strong point of the PRO version is the individual 
profiles function for up to 1,000 bandwidth groups. This 
allows separate policies for any number of user categories.

Privacy Toolkit (FULL & LITE)

> Dynamically generated data processing register, 
   customized according to individual authentication
   methods and backend integration, with options to 
   fill in individual data processing information
> Privacy friendly default settings (privacy by default)
> A set of relevant text templates: GDPR full text, data 
   processing agreement, ...
> Confidentiality agreement for admin/staff
> Data access log
> Privacy settings checkup

Central Services (FULL & LITE)

This is a simple way to allow central administration of 
dislocated IACBOX systems. This feature gives administ-
rators easy and secure web access to the IACBOX 
WebAdmin interface. Administrate remote locations via 
the my.iacbox Partner Portal from anywhere in the world.

VPN Tunnel (FULL)

Connect multiple IACBOX systems to a central VPN 
server for secure and easy management or maintenance 
access to your dislocated systems. Secure the access via 
Batch Access API for backup or statistics downloads, or 
access to unencrypted (Radius, ...) backends by VPN tun-
neling. Supported VPN Servers: Open-VPN
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PMS Interface (FULL)

IACBOX interfaces with the most important hotel infor-
mation systems and lots of other external datasources.

HIS Interfaces (FULL)

You already have a hospital information system and 
would like to integrate your WiFi hotspot? The HIS inter-
face will do the trick. It allows automated real-time au-
thentication of patients in hospitals, rehab facilities, etc. 
using an existing hospital information sysem including 
optional accounting. 

Supported hospital information systems:
> Siemens HiMed
> Avaya MedCom

Pick exactly what you need: the following modules are elegible for seperate licensing along with 
your IACBOX Full or Lite version
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